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I was disowned by th~Hindus and
shunned by my own wife. I was
exploited by the Muslims who dis-
dained my company. Indeed I was
like a hijda who was neither one
thing nor another but could be mis-
used by everyone.

(Singh 1989: 55)

Introduction
The hijras occupy a marginalized position in the Indian social
matrix, as their ambiguous gender identity provokes conflicting
feelings of awe and contempt. Discussed variously in the anthro-
pological literature as 'transvestites', 'eunuchs', 'hermaphrodites',
and even 'a third gender',2 most of India's hijras were raised as
boys before taking up residence in one of the many hijra commu-
nities which exist in almost every region of India. Since the late
1980s, several European and American cultural theorists (e.g.
Nanda 1985, 1990, 1993, 1994, Bullough and Bullough 1993)
have pointed to the visibility of the hijra in Indian society in order
to suggest the cultural possibility of a more liberating, non-dichoto-
mous organization of gender. Indeed, the hijras' livelihood is
contingent upon their inextricable position in the social structure;
according to tradition, they are expected to sing and dance at births
and weddings, where they are rewarded with gifts of clothes, jew-
ellery, and money.

hijras1
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Yet the life-stories of the Hindi-speaking hijras we interviewed in
Banaras during the spring and summer of 1993 reflect a very dif-
ferent reality from that suggested by these theorists - a reality
based on familial rejection, cultural isolatio n and societal neglect.
When the hijra lifestyle is discussed with respect to this contem-
porary reality instead of historical or mythical representation,3
their identification as a uniquely situated third sex becomes much
more complicated. In their narratives, the hijras view themselves
not simply as 'neither man nor woman', as the title of Nanda's
(1990) ethnography on the hijras in a south central Indian city sug-
gests, but also as 'deficiently' masculine and 'incompletely'
feminine. Instead of occupying a position outside the female-male
binary, the hijras have created an existence within it, one that is
constrained by rigidly entrenched cultural constructions of femi-
ninity and masculinity. It may be liberating to believe in the
possibility of an alternative gender which is not limited by societal
expectations, but even the hijra must create self-identity by resist-
ing and subverting a very real and oppressive gender dichotomy -
a dichotomy that becomes very apparent in the hijras' own use of
feminine- and masculine-marked speech.

Although a number of anthropologists have been interested
enough in the hijras' language use to comment on it secondarily in
their descriptions of the hijra lifestyle, not one of them, to our
knowledge, has attempted to analyse the hijras' speech patterns
from any sort of linguistic perspective. Lynton and Rajan remark
that the Hindi-speaking hijras they spoke with in Hyderabad 'use
"he" and "she", "him" and "her", indiscriminately' (1974: 192) -
a misleading statement since gender is marked not on pronouns,
but on verbs and adjectives.4 Similarly, Nanda, in the introduction
to her ground-breaking work published almost two decades later,
explains somewhat simplistically that 'Indian languages have three
kinds of gender pronouns: masculine, feminine, and a formal,
gender-neutral form' (1990: xviii). Nanda, an American anthro-
pologist, interviewed hijras from a variety of different linguistic
communities, her conversations mediated by translators in
Gujarati, Hindi and Panjabi. But. in defining all 'Indian languages'
as having three kinds of gender pronouns, she makes an inaccurate
generalization, especially since India hosts well over 2,000 languages
and dialects within its borders, from a variety of language
families.

While Nanda does acknowledge that hijras in some parts of
India have 'a specialized, feminized language, which consists of the
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use of feminine expressions and intonations' (1990: 17),5 she
asserts that the hijras in the communities she studied alternate
between feminine and masculine forms for no apparent reason:

Hijras, in their conversations, use these [gender pronouns] randomly
and indiscriminately to refer to individual hijras. They insist, how-
ever, that people outside their community refer to hijras in the
feminine gender. When I am quoting a hijra verbatim, I use the gen-
der pronoun used by that speaker if it is masculine or feminine. If it
is the gender-neutral pronoun, I have translated it as a feminine gen-
der pronoun. When I am referring to a hijra, I use the feminine gender
pronoun to conform to hijra norms, unless I am referring to the hijra
in the past, when he considered himself a male. (1990: xviii)

But Nanda's observation that the hijras 'insist ... that people out-
side their community refer to hijras in the feminine gender' - a
statement completely consistent with the attitudes of the Hindi-
speaking hijras we spoke with in Banaras - would suggest that the
use of morphological gender is a salient issue in the hijra commu-
nity, one that comes to symbolize their own acceptance in the
society at large. Our reason for criticizing previous synopses of lin-
guistic gender in research on the hijras is not to dismiss such studies
as invalid, but rather to illustrate how anthropological fieldwork
can be enhanced by an increased awareness of, and attentiveness
to, linguistic phenomena. Nanda's work in particular, as one of the
first ethnographies to take the hijras' own life-stories as primary, is
an essential contribution to anthropological research. Yet her study
would have been even more informative had she approached the
hijras' life narratives from a linguistic perspective as well as an
anthropological one.

Although the four Hindi-speaking communities we spent time
with in Banaras are isolated from one another both physically and
ideologically, patterns of gesture and speech occur and recur.
Constrained by a linguistic system which allows for only two mor-
phological genders, Hindi-speaking hijras, when uttering phrases
that are self-referential, must gender themselves as either feminine
or masculine. Their use of language reflects a lifestyle that is con-
stantly self-defining as they study, imitate and parody binary
constructions of gender in an effort to gender themselves. In
contrast to assertions made by previous researchers, we found that
the hijras alternate between feminine and masculine reference for
identifiable reasons. Because certain verbs, adjectives and postposi-
tions in Hindi are marked for feminine and masculine gender, with
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verbs showing gender marking on all three persons, the hijras'
attempts at alternating constructions of female and male selves
become apparent in quite basic choices of feminine and masculine
verbal, adjectival and postpositional forms. Critically aware of the
cultural meaning attributed to their own use of feminine as
opposed to masculine markers, the hijras 'code-switch' between
morphological genders in their daily interactions in order to
express relations of solidarity and power.

Vocal deviance
Indian and Pakistani sociologists and journalists often make dis-
cussions of language central to their exposure of the hijra lifestyle.
Naqvi and Mujtaba, for instance, in their article on Urdu-speaking
hijras in Pakistan, assert emphatically that 'hijras challenge the very
order of language' (1992: 81). Switching arbitrarily between 'he',
'she', 'his', 'her', and 'he/she' when referring to individual hijras,
the authors articulate the inability of both Urdu and English to cap-
ture the intersexed essence of the hijra:

In Urdu the entire cosmos is divided into the masculine and feminine
genders; the hijras are neither and both. In English, a neuter gender
exists, but the use of the adjective 'it' dehumanises the hijra, strips
this being of his/her very humanity. And despite the proliferation in
English of categorisations related to sexuality - eunuchs, hermaphro-
dites, transvestites, homosexuals, bisexuals, et al. - not one
completely defines the hijra. What is the hijra? The masculine and the
feminine are two distinct principles, each possessing its distinct mode
of being. But the hijra combines traits peculiar to both genders and
yet is neither quite one nor the other. (1992: 81-2)

Yet Naqvi and Mujtaba's desire to protect the 'humanity' of the
hijras linguistically is not shared by many Indian authors writing in
English, who use the masculine gender unyieldingly in reference to
the hijras (e.g. Mehta 1945, Mukherjee 1980, Bobb and Patel
1982, Patel 1988) or, at the very best, a qualified 'she' in quotation
marks (e.g. Sinha 1967, Sethi 1970, Srinivas 1976), often in
order to expose what they perceive to be a deviant or unacceptable
lifestyle. 6

These same authors frequently question the hijras' claims to fem-
ininity by remarking on the inappropriateness of their vocal
presentations. While a number of researchers have commented on
the hijras' 'high-pitched' voice (Rao 1955: 521, Mukherjee 1980:
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63, Pimpley and Sharma 1985: 41
others have suggested that it is
betrayer of their masculinity. The
narrated by Sethi (1970: 40) in
hijras in Bombay, which he open
with a hijra named Kumari:

Her name was Kumari. She was about 17. She rested her face on the
edge of the charpoy on which I sat, a round face with a soft expres-
sion, somewhat prematurely sensuous for her age. The eyes held an
eloquent appeal. Clean hair, oiled and tied in a knot. 'Must take her
photograph,' I thought. 'Would look unusual in the midst of all the

squalor.'
I asked if she would pose for one. Kumari nodded assent with

delightful eagerness, her eyes suddenly sparkling with anticipation.
As she stood in the sun, I asked her to untie her hair.

And then came the shock.
'Acchaji, kho/ deti bun!' - a thick strong male voice.
Yes, 'she' was a hijra in a colony of hijras. When I went closer to

make 'her' stand in a particular manner, I noticed that there wasn't
so much girlishness, after all, particularly the flat chest! Yet so
authentic was the appearance that I was still ready to believe it was a

girl.
Kumari symbolized the tragedy of the hermaphrodite world -

treated as subject of bawdy jest and laughter, shunned by most, mis-
understood by all.

The 'shock' which Sethi identifies in this passage is the sudden
sound of a 'thick strong male voice' projected from a body charac-
terized by roundness, softness, sensuality and eloquence. The
author's inability to reconcile this physical contradiction prompts
him to qualify all subsequent feminine references to Kumari with
quotation marks, ultimately summarizing 'her' interactive perfor-
mance as symbolic of 'the tragedy of the hermaphrodite world'.
Indeed, a photograph of Kumari on a subsequent page sports the
caption, 'To look at, Kumari 17, is a girl- until you hear her speak
in her thick male voice' (1970: 42).7

The same conflict between a feminine physical appearance and a
masculine vocality prompts Mondal to argue that even though the
hijr~s he studied in West Bengal wear feminine clothes and jew-
ellery, their 'masculine voice' makes them not only 'objects of
ridicule' but also recipients of 'a very painful and pathetic experi-
ence from the conventional social environment' (1989: 244).

, Jani and Rosenberg 1990: 103),
the voice itself that acts as the
nature of this betrayal is overtly
his journalistic exposure of the
s by recalling his first interaction
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Similarly, Mohan, in his discussion of recent political moves by the
hijras of Uttar Pradesh, claims that 'no one would mistake [the
hijras] for women' since 'their faces, their limbs, and their voices
have a masculine roughness' (1979: i). And Sharma, in support of
his declaration that the hijras, of all those who defy linguistic cat-
egorization, are 'the most interesting and outlandish freaks of
nature' (1984: 381), focuses on the community's 'ambivalent phys-
ical appearance'. Opening his article with the observation that
'certainly every society gives linguistic notice of the differential
parts individuals are expected to play', he notes a marked excep-
tion in the case of 'individuals who do not belong to either sex'
(p.381). In Sharma's opinion, the fact that the hijras 'shave,
smoke, and talk like men but dress and behave in a more feminine
way in the society at large' (p. 381) points to their ambiguous sta-
tus not only in the social structure, but in the linguistic gender
system as well.

What is significant about Sethi's narrative, however, is that even
though the author is critical of Kumari's masculine-sounding voice,
he reports her speech entirely in the first-person feminine. After
asking Kumari to let her hair down for a photograph, he quotes her
as saying in Hindi, 'Acchaji, kho/ deti bun!' - a response which

translates into English as, 'Okay sir, I'll untie it.' But by employing
the feminine-marked kho/ dett f hu instead of the masculine kho/
detam hu,8 Kumari identifies herself linguistically within the pas-
sage as female. Perhaps noticing similar employments of feminine
self-reference among hijras in other communities, a number of
scholars working with speakers of gendered Indo-Aryan languages
have remarked that the hijras 'affect female speech and manners'
(e.g. Patel 1983: 121) and 'become adept in feminine speech pat-
terns and gait' (e.g. Mukherjee 1980: 61). The precise meaning of
such statements is unclear, yet one thing is certain: the authors
remain unconvinced of the hijra's ability to achieve fluency in such
patterns. Jani and Rosenberg, displeased with the performances of
the Hindi-speakers they interviewed in western India, comment on
the hijras' 'largely exaggerated female mannerisms and gesturing'
(1990: 103), and Patel, in his work among the hijras in Gujarat,
argues that 'in spite of their efforts to look and act like females,
their behavior is neither completely masculine nor feminine'
(1983: 121).

Such criticism underscores a larger societal refusal to accept the
hiiras' femininity as genuine, and an accompanying disapproval of
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what is perceived to be a 'superficially' feminine lifestyle. Mehta,
reporting on the pavaiyas (a term he uses in reference to 'castrated
eunuchs') in Gujarat, sets the stage for future research when he
identifies the hijras' verbal femininity as 'bad imitations', 'ghastly
mimicry' and 'caricature':

In the amateur and professional theatrical plays in Gujarat (and prob-
ably throughout India), many boys take the part of girls or women
and they imitate the gait and gestures of women. As a rule, their
attempt is a failure because they overact. Similarly the Pavaiya's gait
and gestures are bad imitations of the feminine gait and gestures.
Their features are masculine, their limbs have a masculine shape,
their hips are masculine, their voice and shape of the neck (Adam's
Apple) are masculine, the chest and the gait are masculine. (1945: 44)

The speech and manners of Pavaiyas are said to be like those of
women. I entirely disagree with this statement. Most of them have a
male voice. Their gait is that of a man because of the shape of their
pelvis, but Pavaiyas try to imitate the gait of a woman, and I would
say that their gait, speech, and mannerisms are a ghastly mimicry or
caricature. (1945: 47)

Mehta's equivalence of the hijras' behaviour with a theatrical per-
formance is a revealing simile. While acknowledging the creative
nature of the hijra's gait, speech and mannerisms by designating
them as a kind of performance, Mehta simultaneously reduces
these performances to a prescripted role-playing, thereby denying
his social actors any 'essential' femininity. In the folk-dramas men-
tioned by Mehta, which most likely approximate what is currently
referred to in Hindi as sang (travelling dramas predominantly per-
formed in rural areas) or nautankf (travelling dramas
predominantly performed in urban areas), women's roles are fre-
quently played by young boys, whose higher voices and smaller
statures make them more suitable than older men to the perfor-
mance of female characters.9

The connection between linguistic performance and effeminate
behaviour is made explicit by Sinha in his psychological analysis of
why a child might decide to join the hijra community. Sinha, who
notes that over 20 per cent of the hijras he studied had performed
nautankf in childhood, understands divergent linguistic behaviour
to be a precursor to divergent sexuality. Sinha has definitive ideas
of what kinds of behaviours constitute femininity and what kinds
masculinity, not the least of which are linguistic in nature:
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Such boys, due to constant impersonation of women and their habits,
adopt quite a good amount of effeminate characteristics in their man-
nerism and habits ... [O]nce a boy has shown tendencies of girlish
habits, effeminacy, and is initiated to homo-sexuality, under suitable
circumstances and the 'right' kind of environment, the process of
Sexual Inversion begins and there are chances of his ending up as a

Hijra. (1967: 175)

Sinha continues this passage by overtly advising parents to keep a
strict watch on their child's mannerisms and to correct any noted
linguistic oddities: if necessary, parents should send their sons to
the 'right type' of school, where they will be forced to interact with
other boys, read boys' books, and engage in boys' games. Poorer
children, according to Sinha, are particularly susceptible to effem-
inate behaviours, because their uneducated parents not only fail to
realize 'the gravity of the situation' (p. 170), but also lack the
money needed to finance corrective procedures.

A comparable opinion is voiced more recently by Patel, who lists
'speech' as one of several areas where a child might deviate from
the 'sex-roles, norms, and values' expected of men in Indian soci-
ety (1988: 73). Like Sinha, Patel lists what he calls 'changing
speech' as one of the stepping-stones to girlishness. In his opinion,
a young boy who has suffered repeated taunts of baiylo ['girlish']
from his peers will ultimately be left with no other choice but to
abandon the world of men and wonien for the hijra community.
The notion of vocal deviance, then, although defined rather vaguely
in the above articles, is clearly an important concept in the minds
of these researchers. The hijra's inability to produce an accurate
feminine vocality (as in Sethi's narrative when Kumari speaks in a
low, coarse voice), as well as an accurate masculine vocality (as in
Sinha's and Patel's discussions of the hijra as an effeminate-sound-
ing boy), symbolizes her own inability to exist in a gendered world.

Gender marking in Hindi
The dissatisfaction articulated by South Asian researchers with

respect to the hijras' vocal patterns may have much to do with the

fact that many hijras alternate between feminine and masculine

self-reference in order to convey certain social meanings. Such gen-

der shifts are particularly evident among the Hindi-speaking hijras

we interviewed in Banaras, who have at their disposal a linguistic

playground of verbs, adjectives and postpositions awaiting femi-

nine or masculine morphological marking. The alternation
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between feminine and masculine self-reference in Hindi is quite

easy to discern linguistically. The past tense of the verb bona ['to

be'], for instance (Table 10.1), is realized as thil with masculine sin-

gular subjects, the with masculine plural subjects, thiwith feminine

singular subjects, and thz with feminine plural subjects:

Table 10.1 Past tense forms of bona ['to be']

Masculine Feminine English translation

Sg.l
Sg.2
Sg.3
Pl. 1
Pl. 2
»1 ~

mat thi
tit thi
vah thi
ham tht
turn tht
ve tht, ap tht

maithll
tu thll
vah thll
ham the
tum the
ve the, lip the

I was
you (intimate) were
she/he was
we were
you (familiar) were
they were, you (formal) were

The habitual, progressive, and intransitive perfective verb forms
in Hindi similarly show gender concord with the subject. These
three aspectual tenses are formed by the addition of suffixes and
verbal auxiliaries to the verb stem: aspect is indicated through the
addition of explicit markers of various kinds to the stem; tense is
indicated through the presence of one of the basic forms of bona
['to be'] (i.e. present, past, presumptive, subjunctive).. Again, the
appearance of one of the vowels -a, -e, -i or -1 signals the number
(singular vs plural) and gender (feminine vs masculine) of the sub-
ject of the verb. Selected examples of Hindi verbal agreement are
included in Table 10.2.

Inflecting adjectives also agree with the nouns they modify in
gender, number, and case, with -a or -e agreeing with masculine
nouns and -i with feminine nouns. That is, masculine forms of
inflecting adjectives end in -a in the singular direct and -e in the sin-
gular oblique, plural direct and plural oblique cases; the feminine
forms always end in -I, whether singular or plural, direct or
oblique. Moreover, inflecting postpositions agree with the gender
of the head noun, so that, for example, the postposition translated
into English as 'of' will appear as ka when modifying a singular
masculine noun, ke when modifying a plural masculine noun, and
ki when modifying a singular or plural feminine noun. The hijras'
varied use of these forms, as well as their varied use of first-, sec-
ond- and third-person verbal forms. reflects a unique dual-gender
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Table 10.2 Selected examples of first person verbal marking with jana
['to go']

Verb tense 1st person
masculine

English
translation

I will go
I went
I go
I used to go
I am going
I was going
I went
I have gone
I had gone

1st person
feminine

Future matjauga
Past mat gaya
Present Habitual mat jata hu
Past Habitual mat jata tha
Present Progressive mat ja raha hu
Past Progressive mat ja raha tha
Simple Perfective mat gaya
Present Perfective mat gaya hu
Past Perfective mat gaya tha

maijaugi
maigayi
mal jati hu
mal jati thi
mal ja rahi hu
mal ja rahi thi
maigayi
mal gayi hu
maigayithi

position in a society that views them as neither fully feminine nor
fully masculine.l0

'Women's speech' and the notion of iidat ['habit']

Most of the hijras we spoke with related tragic stories from their
youth, explaining how friends and family ostracized and evicted
them from their own households. Whether this ostracism is precip-
itated by actual anatomical difference or by some sort of effeminate
behaviour is unclear from the hijras' narratives, and they appar-
ently feel a political imperative to insist that the designation is
entirely physical. Although a number of Indian researchers (e.g. G.
Singh 1982, Mitra 1983, Sayani 1986, Sharma 1989, Jani and
Rosenberg 1990) have worked to dispel the cultural assumption
that hijras are born as hermaphrodites, reporting in-depth about
the life-threatening castrations and penectomies that hijras endure,
a large portion of Indian society nevertheless believes that all hijras
were born with ambiguous sex organs. This belief originates from
a rather unyielding cultural connection of gender identity with
anatomical appearance, a connection which overtly contradicts
Jacobs and Cromwell's assumption that 'in societies that recognize
[alternative-sex] variations within their culture, anatomy is not des-
tiny in terms of sex, sexuality, and gender' (1992: 57). In fact,
hijras have been performing such operations voluntarily within
their communities for well over a century (cf. Ebden 1856,
Davidson 1884, Faridi 1899), to suchan extent that more than 75
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per cent of the hijras living in India today have undergone genital
surgery - according to the 1990 BBC documentary Eunuchs:
India's Third Gender (Yorke and Prasad 1990), as well as to one
of the more outspoken hijras we interviewed in Banaras.ll

The hijras have organized their lives in resistance to a social
structure that prevents their integration. Their marginalization
often begins at a very early age when family members, neighbours,
and peers respond negatively to their presence. Sulekha,12 a 38-
year-old hijra who lives with a male partner in a small village
outside of Banaras, spoke with great sadness about her childhood,
when she was informed because of physical reasons that she was a
hijra. The child of a halvai, or 'sweet-maker', Sulekha spoke proud-
ly of her family and regularly alluded to their high social status as
Kanya-Kubja Brahmans. Yet when only 7 years old, she was forced
to realize that, in the eyes of Indian society, her existence as a gen-
dered being was questionable, if not reprehensible. She recalls a
particular moment when she realized that she was different from
her peers, for neither boys nor girls would let her into their play-

group:

(1) There were a few boys at my school who I used to study with.
When I sat with them, they used to tell me that I was a hijra.
Then they started telling other people, 'This is a hijra! This is a
hijra! Don't sit near him! Sit separately!' If I sat with the girls, the
girls would say, 'This is a hijra! This is a hijra! Don't sit near him!
Sit separately!' So I felt very ashamed. I thought, 'How is it that
I've become a hijra? The girls don't talk to me; the boys don't talk
to me. What terrible thing has happened to me?' I wanted to go
and play with them, but nobody wanted to play with me. So life
was going like that. Nobody would help me.

When we responded to her description of this incident by asking
if there was anyone who had tried to help her, she replied, 'Who
would ever help me with a problem like this one?'

Sulekha's realization that she was unsuitable for either boyhood
or girlhood hardly made. her feel like a mystical third sex; on the
contrary, she explains that her family was so disapproving that she
ultimately had no other choice but to leave home:

(2) What could the members of my family think, after all? They did-
n't think anything. Or they thought, 'Oh! What has he become?
He became a hijra! Why doesn't he just die! Oh, why doesn't he
just eo,awav! Oh. the name of his father and mother has been
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doomed!' It became a house of dishonour. They said, 'How can
his life go on? It would have been better if he had just died!' I
used to listen to all of that, and finally I just ran away.

The harsh response of Sulekha's parents, as well as her neighbours
who taunted her with the designation nacaniya ['little dancer'],
reflects a pervasive societal belief that the hijra, by virtue of her
own impotence, will prevent family members within the household
from marrying. This belief, coupled with a social intolerance for
the integration of such figures, has led many parents to ask local
hijra communities to take their child away from them.

Because the majority of hijras are raised as boys, they must learn
how to perform a new gender identity when they join the hijra
community - an identity which distances itself from masculine rep-

resentations in its appropriation of feminine dress, social roles,
gesture and language. Again, the rigidity of this socialization
process has not been lost on South Asian scholars. Sharma, for
instance, identifies not only how the hijras 'legitimiz[e] the norma-
tive order of the home', but also how they teach new recruits their
mannerisms. After outlining the hierarchical nature of the hijras'
affected kinship systems, Sharma focuses on the 'strictness' of the
socialization process:

The family head's responsibilities consist of socialization of the
eunuchs, giving continuity to the home by way of recruitment of new
members. The socialization, besides legitimizing the normative order
of the home, also consists of teaching dancing, clapping, begging, and
passing of sexual overtures. The head of the family passes on strict
instructions to the inmates of the home regarding their behaviour pat-
tern. Love and affection are the two major allurement factors which
add to the process of proper socialization. ... These tactics, however,
do not rule out the use of strictest method, such as beatings etc., on
the young eunuchs. (1984: 385)

While the acquirement of feminine speech is not necessarily central
to Sharma's discussion, Sinha goes so far as to base his definition
of the hijra on this very acquisition. Distinguishing between
jankhas ['new entrants to the fraternity'] and hijras ['full members
of the social group or fraternity of a hijra'], he explains that while
the former will always wear masculine dress and refer to them-
selves in the masculine, the latter will always wear feminine dress
and refer to themselves in the feminine (1967: 169). If we accept
Sharma's and Sinha's observations as valid, we must also entertain
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the suggestion that the Hindi-speaking hijra, at some point in her
socialization process, makes a conscious shift from masculine to
feminine self-reference - a shift alluded to by Pimpley and Sharma
when they claim that the hijras are 'exhorted to adopt an exagger-
atedly feminine mode of attire, gait, speech, gestures, and facial
expressions' (1985: 43).

These adoptions often become self-conscious emblems of gender
construction in the hijras' narratives. Indeed, Sulekha views gender
as something to be put on in the way one would put on a sari (a
dress traditionally worn by Indian women), an investiture which
eventually leads to the acquisition of what she calls calls 'aurat ki
bat' ['women's speech']:

(3) Now that I've put on this sari, I have to follow through with it.
If I went along considering myself a man, what would be the use
of wearing a woman's sari? Now that I've worn saris, I've worn
blouses, I've grown out my hair, and I've pierced my ears, I've
become a woman so I have to live like a woman. ... When hijras
come to the community, when they know all about themselves,
they start to dance and sing and everything falls into place.
Whoever feels right in his heart becomes a hijra. Whoever
doesn't feel right in his heart won't become a hijra. It's not like,
'Oh, when I'm a hijra I've become a woman and when I'm not a
hijra I haven't become a woman.' It's not like that. She's put on
a sari, she's entered the society of the hijras, so her language will
become that of a woman's. Finally, she has become ahijra.

In this passage, Sulekha offers her own understanding of the social-
ization process, one that affirms Sinha's claim that feminine
self-reference is a prerequisite to a complete hijra identity. The step-
ping stones to hijrahood, in Sulekha's opinion, are clearly
delineated: first, the initiate wears a sari; second, she joins a hijra
comunity; and third, her language changes to the feminine.

Yet her language is not so invariably feminine as the above
excerpt might suggest. Sulekha continues her discussion by explain-
ing that when she looks like a woman, she correspondingly walks,
laughs and talks like one, employing feminine-marked verb forms
like those mentioned in excerpt (4) below, among them khat;f hit ['I
eatf,] and jat;f hit ['I gof']. Alternatively, if she were to wear a kurta
or lungi, a shirt and cloth-wrap traditionally worn by north Indian
Muslim men, she would speak as a man, employing masculine-
marked verb forms like khataffi hit ['I eatffi'] and jatam hit ['I
goffi']13:
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(4) s:
admi ka bat karna hoga, to mal sari

pahan nah.lugI-f, (0.5) jab sari pahan
lugI-f, ham me se to aurat ka bat hoga, -

jab sari .n~h. pahan lugI-f, tab mard ka
bat. (0.5) ha. (1.5) jaise mal lungi kurta
pahan lug;.!, - tab 'khatam hu', 'jatam

hu', bote halo ... kuch paresani nab. hoti
hai. - sari pahankar aurat vala bolt;.! hu,
'khat;.! hu', 'jat;.! hu'. - kuch nab. diqqat

hoti hai, ... to jo janta hai to janta hi hai
na? - to janta hi hai, (1.0) ki hijra hai.

(1.0) abhi sari pahan lira abhi luligi
kuna pahan lira to mard ki tarah
mardana ho gaya.

Sulekha's clearly pronounced understanding of 'women's speech'
(i.e. zanana boli) and 'men's speech' (i.e. mardana bolt) as two
mutually exclusive styles of dress, worn at non-intersecting times in
order to enhance the performance of a gender role, points to a
heightened awareness of the social meanings associated with the
use of gendered speech. In Sulekha's opinion, a speaker will be
identified as a hijra precisely because of this versatility, her alter-
nations of femininity and masculinity signalling to outsiders that
she is allied with neither camp.

Even though Sulekha describes feminine speech as a spontaneous
activity which merely coincides with the decision to wear a sari, she
also details the difficulty involved in acquiring it. In particular, she
describes a kind of second-language acquisition process that initi-
ates must undergo after entering the community, a process guided
and inspired by the behaviour of older community members:

15) S: S:
uska eksan badla rahta hai. {0.5) jo Hislher actions remain changed. When
pahle pahle ayegam na? - to uska admi someone first comesm here, you know,

ka svabhav rahega, (1.0) is tarah bat ho hislher nature will remain like that of a
jayega, (1.0) kabhi admi ka bat ho man's, so that's how his/het conversation
jayega, (2.5) tab hijre me jab a jayegam to will be. Sometimes it will be just like a
rahegam, - to dekhegam, ki 'are mai- sab man's conversation. But when he joinsm

barf admJn1 hai,' (1.5) ((whispering)) is the hijras and Iivesm among them, he'll
tarah baithf hai to tarah baithegam- seem [how they act], 'Hey! 1- look at me.
is tarah khatif hai to is tarah khayegam. They're all seniorf peoplem.'

((whispering)) She sitsf like this, so he'll
sirrn in the same way. She eatsf like this,
so he'll eatm in the same way.

s:
If I have to use men's speech, I won't
wear! a sari. When I wear! a sari, I'll of
course use women's speech; when I "don't
wear! a sari, then [I'll use] men's speech.
For example, if I wearE a lungi-kurta, then
it's like, 'I eatm" 'I gom,. ... It's not a
problem. When I wear a sari,
I speak! like a woman, 'I eat/-, 'I
go/-. It's not difficult at all. ... Whoever
knows would surely know, right? He
would surely know that [a person talking
like this] is a hijra. First I put on a sari
but then I put on a lungi-kurta, so [my
conversation] became mardimiJ ['manly']
like a man.
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Like Sinha, Sulekha makes a linguistic distinction between newly
joined hijras, referring to them throughout the passage in the mas-
culine singular, and the more experienced hijra veterans,
identifying them as feminine. This distinction becomes particularly
clear when she reports the initiate's surprise at discovering that the
older community members behave somewhat differently, and illu-
minates this disparity by referring to the initiate in the masculine
but to his superiors in the feminine: 'She sitsf like this, so he'll sitm
in the same way. She eatsf like this, so he'll eatm in the same way.'

Central to the hijras' discussions of feminine-language acquisi-
tion is the notion of adat, or 'habit'. The hijras' repeated use of this
term invites an interesting extension of Bourdieu's (1977) notion of
habitus, since speakers develop strategies for expression at an
accelerated pace in this alternatively defined linguistic marketplace.
The use of feminine speech in the hijra community is in many ways
synonymous with the projection of a non-masculine identity, and
there is a high value placed on its production. Through an intensive
immersion in what Bourdieu would call 'positive and negative rein-
forcements' (1977: 654), the hijras quickly 'acquire durable
dispositions' towards those behaviours deemed appropriate by
community members, building them into their own linguistic reper-
toire. In the following excerpt, Sulekha explains how initiates are
reprimanded for the use of masculine speech, physically as well as
verbally:

(6) S:
sikhaya nahi jata hai. - anubhav ho jata
hai. - dekhkar ke, - koi bacca to nahi

hai, usko sikhlaya jayega. ... kaise kat
rahe hai, - 'is tarah hamko bhi kama
cahiye. - nahi karege to hijra log hamko
hansega.' - to kahega ki 'are barj/

kuqhaitam hai, barj/ battarniz hai.'
((laughs)) ha. 'apne man se kah raham
hai bhosri valam' ((laughs)) sab marne
uth jata hai cappal se. ((3.0)) h~. (5.0)
dekhte dekhte adat par jata hai, - tab

vaisa svabhav ho jata hai.

Her claim that 'gradually, after watching for a long time, it
becomes a habit' (dekhte dekhte adat par jata hai) points to the

S:
It's not taught. It's experienced, by
watching. After all, he's not a child who
needs to be taught. ... [The new hijra
will say,] 'I should also act just like
they're acting. If I don't, hijra people will
laugh at me.' [The hijra people] will say,
'Oh, he's very! ill-manneredm! He's
very! ill-behaved.' ((laughs)) Yes! 'He's
just sayingm whatever comes to mind,
the bhosri va/am ['vagina-owner']!'

((laughs)) Then everybody will get up to
beat him with their sandals. ((laughs))
Really! So gradually, after watching for
a long time, it becomes a habit. Then it
just becomes his nature.
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interactive nature of the learning process; the kut/hanga or bat-
tamiz initiate (which translate into English as 'ill-mannered' and
'ill-behaved', respectively) is punished for acting without fore-
thought, his behaviour rebuked through the utterance of a gall
['obscenity'] or the slap of a sandal. The older hijras' employment
of the masculine curse bhosri valam ['vagina-owner'] is particularly
telling in this respect, as it reflects their dissatisfaction with the ini-
tiate's attempts at discursive femininity. The term bhosri vala,
when used among non-hijras, is generally used between men and
implies that the referent, although male, has somehow been demas-
culinized.14 When used among hijras, the insult lies not in the
accusation of demasculation, since the very definition of hijra
depends on the notion of impotence, but in the suggestion of male-
ness.

The acquisition of a feminine persona is not an easy transition
for all hijras, nor is the female/male gender construction as clearly
delineated for everyone as it is for Sulekha in her narratives. Rupa,
a hijra associated with one of the hijra communities in Banaras,
wrestles with the symbolic import of feminine and masculine
speech in her everyday interactions. Unlike the other hijras we
interviewed, Rupa leads a quiet and secluded life away from her
group, seeing her fellow hijras only during their daily song and
dance performances. In the home she shares with a small family,
she dresses and speaks as a man so that her housemates will feel
comfortable with her presence, her femininity visible only in her
topknot, earrings, nose ring and understated eye make-up. Rupa
spent the first 18 years of her life as a boy, yet never felt wholly com-
fortable with this role; ultimately, she decided to move to Banaras
and adopt the hijra lifestyle. Since she spent most of her boyhood
adhering to male roles and representations, this transition was not
an easy or fluid one. She explains in excerpt (7) that the acquisition
of women's speech in particular was a long and laborious process,
so much so that it eventually interfered with her status in the hijra
community.

(7) R: R:
ghar me, to - mardana rahatem them, to They werem livingm in a mardilna

mardana boll bolte-boltem halo jab hijre ['manly'] way at home, so they're always

ko jana parra hai to parivartan kama speakingm mardilna speech. When a
parra hai. ... vam to bola, na beta?ls - hijra has to leave [home], s/he has to

jab ghar se calem,- jab ghar se ayem, to make a change. ... That's exactly what I
ghar ki boll mardana to me, to mardana told you, right dear? IS When I leftm

boll bolam. 13.0\ bhaivam ko 'bhaivam' home- when I camem from home, the
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bol rahem hai, - cacam ko 'cacam' bol speech I used at home was mardana

rahem hai, - aise bol rahem hai. (2.0) to speech, so I of course spokem men's

usko parivartan kame me to taim lagta hi speech. [At home] they're all callingm

hai. (2.0) to usko parivartan kame me taim their bhaiyarn ['brothers'] 'bhaiyarn'.
lagta hai. - bolte-bolte bolte-bolte, adat They're callingm their cacarn ['paternal

hogayi (1.5) sat-chah mahine me. uncles'] 'cacarn'. They're speakingm like

that. So it does take time to change from

that to this. It takes time to make a

change. But gradually, after speaking and

speaking continously, it became a habit.

in about In about six or seven months.

Rupa's transition from what ~he refers to as mardana ['manly']
speech to a more feminine variety was a highly conscious process,
one that required several months of practice - or in Rupa's own

words bolte-bolte bolte-bolte ['speaking and speaking continu-
ously'] before it adat ho gayi ['became a habit']. Like Sulekha,
Rupa is aware of the social meanings attached to her language use,
so much so that she hides her feminine speech while at. home with
her landlord's family. In contrast to Sulekha, who primarily refers
to herself in the first-person feminine, Rupa consistently employs
the masculine first-person plural y{hen in her home, as in the pre-
vious passage when she uses masculine-marked verbs like calem
['left'] and ayem ['came']. Yet throughout her conversations with
us, Rupa also emphasized how necessary it is for hijras to achieve
fluency in women's speech, since group members 'always and only
speak as women when together'. This necessity, precipitated by a
community desire to distance itself from masculine representation,
has encouraged a kind of gendered bilingualism among the hijras.
When asked how she became so adept at switching back and forth
between these linguistic realms, Rupa again attributed her
proficiency to adat ['habit']: 'Gradually, after leading this life,' she
explains, 'you just get used to it' (rahate-rahate adat par jata hai).

Feminine solidarity and masculine power
Sulekha almost always spoke in the first-person feminine in her
conversations with us, but she insisted that her choice of linguistic
gender is variable, and moreover, that this choice is dependent on
the context of the interaction. It is when she talks with a man, she
elaborates, that she speaks softly and uses polite forms of the
imperative. This style of speaking is at odds with the self she pre-
~pnt~ ~hpn ~he cook~ breakfast or dinner in the kitchen. an activity
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which prompts her to chat casually with other hijras and neigh-
bourhood women in feminine speech, using intimate and familiar
forms of the imperative. Sulekha's choice of language, then, is con-
tingent not only upon the social role she is performing at the
moment, but also upon the addressee, whose gender calls for an
appropriate level of politeness. She is highly aware of the fact that
her pragmatics change with the gender of the hearer, explaining in
excerpt (8) that when she converses with a woman she speaks as a
woman; when she converses with a man she speaks as a man:

(8) S: s:
mujh ko koi bat nahi rahata hai, mal It's just not a big deal to me. [Normally]
aurat jaisi bolti hil, - admi se admi I speakf like a woman, [but] with a man I
jaisa bat karti hil, - jo jaisa milta hai speakf like a man. I usef the same speech
us se bat karti hil, ... jaise ab ham- hai as the person I meet. ... For example, take
na? - ab- ab- auratO me hal, (0.5) to - my case, okay? Now- now- if I'm socializ-
aurat a gayi to aurat vala hi bolilgif, ing with women and another woman
'didi bahan' kahilgi. - admi a jata hai comes by, I'll just speakf like a woman. I'll
to ((softly)) 'kya khate halo (1.0) kya bat say, 'Didi! Bahan!' If a man comes by [I'll
hai apko. (1.0) kya kam hai.' say] ((softly)), 'What are you eating?

What's the matter, sir? What brings you
here?'

Towards the end of the passage, however, it becomes clear that
when Sulekha claims, 'I use the same speech as the person I meet',
she actually means that she makes her speech correspond to the
level of familiarity she feels with the addressee. Her insistence that
she uses familiar address terminology with women but the respect-
ful ap ['you'] and third-person plural verb form with men suggests
that she sees 'women's speech' and 'men's speech' as serving two
mutually exclusive functions: the former solidarity, the latter dis-
tance. According to Sulekha, the distance which characterizes her
speech with men is necessary for the pursuit of her own romantic
interests: she employs polite verb, adjective and pronominal forms
in order to heighten the gender polarity between herself and a
potential male partner. By assuming a submissive and coquettish
posture, she is able to have what she refers to as ha ha hi hi - an
interjection which connotes pleasure, laughter and flirtation.16

In light of both Rupa's and Sulekha's clearly articulated
reflections on their alternating uses of feminine and masculine
speech, it is interesting that Megha, a member of another Banaras
community, adamantly insists that hijras never speak as men in any
circumstances. Like Rupa, Megha creates a number of feminine-
marked phrases as examples of hijra speech, together with a
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number of intimate second-person imperatives, such as tit khil Ie
'you [intimate] eat!' and tit pakil Ie 'you [intimate] cook!':

(9) M:
h~ hamesa aurato ki boll boltj/ hai
kabhi bhi admi ke jaisa nahl boltj/ hai,
- jaise, 'mal ja rahj/ hfi ii', 'ja rahj/

bahan', 'm kha Ie', 'm paka Ie', 'mal

abhi a rahj/ hfi.'

M:
Yes, we always speakf women's speech.
We never ever speakf like a man. It's
like, 'I'm goingf sir/ma 'am', 'Sister is

goingb, 'You [intimate] eat!' 'You
[intimate] cook!' 'I'm comingf now.'

Since imperatives in Hindi are not marked for gender, Megha's
inclusion of these forms in the above excerpt as examples of femi-
nine speech works to support Sulekha's claim that familiarity is
normally associated with women's language. Her conflation of
feminine speech with the use of intimate imperatives is indeed not
so surprising given the larger system of honorific address in Hindi.
Central to the use of this system is the age and social status of the
referent compared to that of the speaker. A speaker's senior, for
instance, is normally addressed with the third-person plural pro-
noun ap ['you' (3rd person plural)] and referred to with the plural
pronoun ve ['they' (3rd person plural)] and a plural verb; any de-
clinable adjectives or postpositions used in reference to one's senior
will be pluralized. Conversely, close friends, relatives (especially
those not senior to the speaker), and those of lower social status
(such as servants or rickshaw drivers) are normally addressed with
the second-person plural pronoun turn ['you' (2nd person plural)]
and referred to with the singular pronoun vah ['he/she/it' (3rd per-
son singular)] and a singular verb. A third pronoun of address tu
['you' (2nd person singular)], which Megha employs twice in
excerpt (9), is used for extreme divergences from high honorific
reference, whether it be to signal heightened intimacy and infor-
mality with the addressee (such as with a deity, a young child, or
one's husband or wife), or, alternatively, to express feelings of con-
tempt or disgust. While the hijras' use of this honorific system is
consistent with the larger Hindi-speaking community, they addi-
tionally indicate many of these same distinctions through the
gender system. By superimposing gender distinctions onto hon-
ourific distinctions, the hijras have at their disposal a tool of
expression unavailable to the more rigidly gendered non-hijra
world.

Megha usually makes linguistic claims like those in (9), howev-
er, only after issuing a stream of assertions which might be said to
constitute the hijra 'party line': namely, that hijras never have
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castration and penectomy operations, never have relations with
men, never take on new feminine names, and never speak as men.
Megha, who has a high profile in her district of Banaras, is very
aware of how her own self-presentation affects societal opinion,
especially in light of the recent increase of anti-hijra violence in
northern India; she is more interested than the other hijras in pro-
jecting a self that conforms to societal expectations - a self that is
determined by both ascetic and anatomical considerations.
Megha's insistence that the hijras were not only given feminine
names at birth but have also never spoken in the masculine serves
to support the claim that the hijras' femininity is innate, affirming
a larger cultural belief that the hijra lifestyle is not socially con-
structed, but rather something that begins at (or even before) birth.

Most of the hijras we interviewed, with the exception of Rupa
who became a hijra as an adult, primarily employ feminine-marked
verbs when speaking in the first person or when addressing other
hijras in the second person. When using the third person to refer to
other hijras, however, the hijras are much less consistent, their
choice of marking dependent on the relative social status of the ref-
erent in question. When the hijras speak in the third person and
express distance from the referent, specifically when the referent is
perceived to be either a superior or a subordinate, they tend to
make greater use of the masculine; in contrast, when the hijras
express solidarity or familiarity with a referent of equal status, they
tend to make greater use of the feminine. Hijras rely not only upon
their own internal systems of law and order, but also upon elabo-
rate familial structures which delegate various feminine roles to
different members of the group, among them dadi ['paternal
grandmother'], nani ['maternal grandmother'], ma ['mother'],
mausi ['mother's sister'], caci ['uncle's wife'], didi ['older sister']
and bahin ['younger sister']. Fundamental to this system is the
guru-disciple relationship; the initiate pledges life-long devotion to
an older, more experienced hijra, who in turn gives her a share of
the community's earnings. The affected kinship situation created
by the hijras is unique, in that the guru acts symbolically as both
siis ['mother-in-law'] and suhag ['state of being in a husband's pro-
tection']. Having abandoned all worldly ties upon entry into the
community, the hijras appear to transfer every auspicious life-rela-
tionship to their guru, regardless of the fact that such a transferral,
in the eyes of society at least, results in a superficially incestuous

system.17
The hierarchical nature of the community becomes transparent
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in the hijras' use of feminine and masculine reference. When Rupa
explains the import of the guru-disciple relationship, she frames
her discussion in terms of a father-son relationship; in particular,
she compares the leader of the group to a father and its members
to his sons. 'It's just like the relationship of a bap larka' ['father and
son'],' she remarks, later using the Sanskrit-derived phrase pita
putra ['father and son'] to imbue the relationship with even more
prestige. She similarly explains the structure of the hijra lineage by
using masculine terms of reference, among them dada guru ['pater-
nal grandfather guru'], guru bhai ['brother disciple'], bare bap
['older father'], and caca guru bhai ['paternal uncle fellow disci-
ple']. She maintains this use of masculine kinship terms, however,
only when speaking in the third person about other hijras from the
adopted standpoint of an outsider. When Rupa mimics her own
interactions with other hijras in the community, using first- and
second-person forms to do so, as in excerpt (10), she shifts from the
masculine to the feminine:

(10) R: R:
to apne logo me 'cacam' vagairah nahi But among ourselves we don't saym

kahtem hai na? ki- jaise 'mausib, (1.5) 'cacam' ['paternal uncle'], etc., right?
'mausib kahegem (2.0) 'mausib kahegem, It's like 'maus;f' ['maternal aunt'],
(1.5) apne gurum ko 'gurum' bolegem, we'll saym 'mausib, we'll saym
(1.5) musalman log rahegem to 'maus;f'. We'll callm our gurum 'gurum'.
bolegem -'khalab, - 'khalaf gurum',- aise If Muslim people are presentm, they'll

ham hi bat kartif haT. (3.0) zyadatar se saym 'khalil' ['maternal aunt'], 'khalaf
strillg calta hai is me. (2.0) strilig, (2.5) gurum'. This is the way we talkf. Mostly
aurato ki batcit is me calti hai. ... it's in the feminine - in the feminine.

abhi ki vo a jaengi, - to ham isi kapre me It's like women's conversation. ...
hai, - magar bat vahi hoga, - 'kyo gay~ If someone [a fellow hijra] would comer

nahi', 'kaha th~', 'kya kar rah~ th~', here right now, even if I were in these
'kaha gay~ th~', - 'badhai kyfi clothes [lungi-kurta], our
nahi ay~', - 'khana khaogib. conversation would be like this: 'Why

didn't you gof?' 'Where weref you?' 'What
weref you doingf?' 'Where hadf you
goner?, 'Why didn't you comer to the

badhai ['congratulations ceremony']?'
'Will you eatf?'

Significant in Rupa's discussion is the stream of feminine-marked
verbs she produces in the final five lines as an example of what
might occur in group interaction, a digression which stands in
sharp contrast to her usual employments of the masculine singular
and plural when referring to herself. And while she refers to herself
and other hijras collectively in the first-person masculine plural at
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the start of this passage, she later constructs herself as femininc
when viewing herself as part of the larger community, a communi-
ty which aggressively identifies itself as non-masculine. When
explaining how she and the other hijras in her community curse,
for example, she employs feminine first-person plural verb forms,
among them jhagra kaT legit ['we will fighf'], bolegif ['we will
speakf,], gall bhi degif ['we will also givef curses'], kaheg# ['we will
sayf,]. Similarly, what she earlier defined as caca ffi ['paternal uncle':

becomes mausif or khalaf ['maternal aunt'] in this passage, a switch
which is consistent with the other hijras' use of mat ['mother']
when addressing their guru and dildzi ['paternal grandmother']
when addressing their guru's guru. It is perhaps this same distinc-
tion between terms of reference and terms of address which
explains why Rupa refers to her guru as dildaffi in the discussion
directly preceding this passage, but as dildif when reconstructing a
group interaction that revolves around her.

A similar sort of shift is enacted by Sulekha in excerpt (11)
below, when she explains how the most well-known hijras in
Banaras, namely Channu, Idu, and Chanda, came to be so impor-
tant within the hijra community. When describing how hijras reach
positions of power in the hijra network, and how she herself will
someday aquire such a position, Sulekha switches back and forth
between feminine and masculine reference. Like Rupa, Sulekha
describes the development of the hijra lineage in Banaras by using
primarily masculine terminology: dadaffi ['paternal grandfather'],
natiffi ['grandson'], parnatiffi ['great grandson'], and celaffi ['maledisciple'l. .

s: s:
ye log banaras kam- pahle-pahle banaras These people [were] inhabitants ofm
me yahi log them. (1.0) ve log th1, ve log Banaras, those people werem the first
magt1 th1, khat1 th1 (0.5) to (0.2) uske people in Banaras a long, long time ago
bad, jab jitna hijra ayam, vo celam Those people were! here, they were!
banat1 gay1, vo uska celam vo uska demanding! their due, they were! eating!
celam vo uska celam vo uska celam, tar par And from then on, they kepf making!
tar tar par tar, (0.5) atam gayam. (1.0) tab any other hijras who camem [to Banaras]
nan[a]m guru ban gayem, their own celam ['disciple']. That one had
dad[a]m guru ban gayJf, (1.0) isi tarah. her celam, that one had her celam, that
ham log ka ek kothe18 sa hota hai. ham one had her celom, that one had her
log ka batcit alag hota hai. (2.0) ha, jaise celam, one right after the other, they
((sofrly)) celam. (0.5) nan-m kept"' comingm. Then they becamem a

parnan-m, ((unclear)) kya bolala sabhi log n.1n{ar ['maternal grandfather'] guru, or
kahtem hal, ham logo me celam hota hai. they became! a dild{aJm ['paternal
dad[a]m guru hota hai, pardad[a]m guru grandfather'] guru -like that. We have a
hota hai. (0.5\ maiva! hoti halo sort of household18 h"r" W" hav" a
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(1.0) is tarah ka hota hai. jo aksar baram different way of talking, yes, like
adffil-m rahtam hai, is! tarah kaha jata hai. ((softly)) celam ['disciple'], nat;m

['grandson'], parnat;m ['great grandson']
- ((unclear)) you know, everybody saysm

these [words]. Among us it's celam, it's
dild[a]m guru, it's pardad[a]m ['paternal
great grandfather'] guru, it's maiyaf
['mother'] - it's like that, that's how

someone who ism a seniorm personm is

called.

Although Sulekha frequently employs feminine marking on the
verb when referring to Channu, Idu and Chanda, particularly in
the second through sixth lines of excerpt (11) when the three of
them act as subjects of a particular action, she consistently employs
the masculine kinship term dadaffi when relating their social status.
At the end of her discussion, however, when she imagines herself in
the same position of power as these three elders, she refers to her
future self with the feminine terms malkin f ['female boss', 'land-
lady'] and dad; f ['paternal grandmother']:

(12) S:
ab mai yaha karn malkinfhii, (0.5) ab
ham- koi ayegarn to uska celanI to
hamata celanI ho jayegarn, (0.5) ab
phir diisrarn ayegarn, to usko uska celanI
kara diig1, to mai dad1 ban jaiigif, (2.0)
tab mera hi nam na rahega, puran1 to
mai ho gay1, to mera nam usi tarah
vaha puran1 ho gay1. to un logo ka nam
hai, (0.5) 'malkinf hai.'

Even though Sulekha portrays herself as a superior in the above
excerpt, she continues to self-identify as feminine, reserving mas-
culine terms like dilda and malik for third-person reference only.
Sulekha uses the masculine for hijras she perceives to be superior
or subordinate, an employment which is irrelevant to her own self-
identification.

The age of the referent is central to the choice of feminine or
masculine terminology in the hijra community, as it is to the choice
of either an ap, turn or tu pronoun of address in the larger system
of Hindi honourifics. In excerpts (13) and (14) below, both Rupa
and Sulekha make a gendered distinction between the younger and
older members of their respective communities when speaking

S:
Now I'm the malkin! ['female boss'] ofm
this place. Now 1- whoever comesm here
will becomem my celam. Whenever
another onem comesm, I'll make! him his
celam and then I'll become! the dad!.
That way my name will surely continue,
because I'll have become! elderly!. That's
how I'll have a name when I've become!
elderly!. So they'll have a name too [as
part of my lineage]. [They'll say], 'She's
the malkin!!'
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about them in the third person, marking younger members as fem-
inine and older members as masculine:

R:
We'll call someone who ism elderlym
((softly)) guru- guru. But we'll call
someone who isf youngeci by their name.

(13) R:
jo baram hotam hai to ((softly)) guru.
(2.0) guru. jo choti hoti hai, to ka

halala nam se bulate hai.

s:
There's one in our group who's the
youngesf-she's! the youngest of all. Her
age is about 18 or so. Another one ism
20 years old, another one ism 25 years
old. I'm! 38 years old.

(14) S:
sabse chotP ek to hai hamare me vah
sabse kam umra kP hai. uski umra
lagbhag 18 var~ hai. aut 20 var~ kam
hai, 25 var~ kam hai. maT 38 var~ kP

hu.

Rupa, in her opposing uses of the masculine adjective baram
['elderly', 'big'] and the feminine adjective chat;! ['young', 'small']
makes this distinction especially clear, her gendered choices echo-
ing the use of the honourific lip for one's senior relatives and the
familiar tum for one's junior relatives. Similarly, Sulekha's use of
the feminine adjective chati and feminine postposition ki ['of'] in
reference to the 'youngest' member of her group in excerpt (14),
but the masculine postposition kli ['of'] in reference to older mem-
bers in her group, would indicate that extreme youthfulness in the
hijra community is indicated through the feminine.

Contempt and the use of the masculine

The use of feminine address is so expected from fellow hijras as a
sign of solidarity that the use of inappropriate masculine reference
will often provoke angry retaliation. An antipathy towards mascu-
line linguistic forms is reflected in the hijras' naming system. When
a new member enters the hijra community, she is given a woman's
name to replace the name of her former, more male self. The hijras
are strongly discouraged from referring to each other by these rem-
nants of their previous lives, yet tellingly, they often employ them
in disputes. If a hijra is in a fierce argument with another member
of her community, one of the most incisive insults she can give is to
question her addressee's femininity by using her male name; as
Sulekha explains, 'We use them especially when we fight with each
other. We'll tell everybody what the person's real name was, "Oh,
so and so was such and such a name!" Then we'll call them by that
name.' The strategy Sulekha identifies here is elaborated upon by
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Rupa in excerpt (15) below, when she explains that the use of mas-
culine address will be met with strong disapproval in Banaras.
Rupa notes that because all of the hijras living in Banaras identify
as feminine (in contrast to the hijras living in Panjab who, accord-
ing to Rupa, adopt masculine as well as feminine identities), they
expect, indeed demand, the use of feminine address:

:15) R: R:
banaras me mardana janana koi pasand In Banaras, no one likes to be known as
nahi karta hai. (5.0) ((laughs)) mardana mardana ['manly']. ((laughs)) Address
kah do to jhagra kar legP. ... apne logo someone as mardana and they'll quarrel!
me to bolegP to aurat jaisa. (3.0) aurat [with you]! When we're together in our

jaisa. own group, we'll speak! like women.
Like women.

Rupa goes on to explain that hijras 'gall bhi degi, to aitrat jaisa'
['even give curses like women'], meaning that they refrain from
using those curses that involve insulting sexual reference to the
addressee's mother or sister. According to Rupa, the hijras, infamous
throughout northern India for their use of sexualized obscenities,
attempt to model even their cursing strategies after women; if they
were to invoke curses which were derogatory to women, they
would, in essence, be cursing against themselves (see Hall 1996).

The negative connotations which Rupa and Sulekha both associ-
ate with masculine reference may very well explain Megha's
repeated use of the masculine when referring to Sulekha. Sulekha
was previously a member of Megha's community in Banaras, but
after having a number of serious arguments with the other hijras
who lived there, went to live with a male partner in a neighbouring
village outside the city. Megha, in a manner consistent with the
claims she makes in excerpt (9), almost always uses feminine forms
when referring to other hijras; yet when she refers to Sulekha, who
apparently insulted her guru's authority as malik ['master'] of the
community, Megha uses the masculine. Two examples of this
employment are reproduced in excerpt (16):

(16) M:
bacpan se yah! kam hai, - ab jakar
[place name] me rah raham hai, - mera

jajmani hai, to mal un logo ko de deti
bu.

M:

[Sulekha] belongedm to this household
since childhood, [but] now he left and is
livingm in [place name]. I had ;a;mans
['clients'] there, but I transferred those
people to him/her.
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Through the use of masculine-marked postpositions like kilm
['ofm'] and masculine-marked verb forms like rah rahilm hai ['he is
livingm,], Megha is perhaps signalling that Sulekha is not only
estranged from her, but also inferior to her. Her use of the mascu-
line singular, then, approximates in Hindi the use of the pronoun
tu, which can signal contempt for an inferior as well as heightened
intimacy. (Although comparatively infrequent, Megha sometimes
refers to her guru affectionately in the masculine singular instead of
the more respectful feminine or masculine plural, such as when she
at one point turned to us, paused, and emphatically pronounced
meram Channu ['mym Channu'].)

A similar sort of distancing by use of the masculine gender
occurs whenever Sulekha refers to Muslim hijras, with whom, as a
Hindu, she feels somewhat at odds. Although Muslims and Hindu
hijras often live together harmoniously in the same communities -
an arrangement rarely found in mainstream Banaras where the ten-
sion between Muslims and Hindus is quite pervasive - Sulekha
seems to feel threatened by Muslim hijras, since they hold power-
ful positions within the Banaras hijra network, and indeed,
throughout all of northern India. The contempt Sulekha feels
towards Muslim hijras is reflected in her employment of third-per-
son masculine-marked verb forms when Muslim hijras act as
subjects, as in the short narrative reproduced in (17):

(1.7) M: M:
apna upar hai. (1.0) mai hindu hu (1.0) It's up to the individual. I'm Hindu so I dol
toapna hindu ka kam kartil hu, jo the work of Hindus, but whoevet is
musalman hai vah apna musalman ka Muslim doesm the work of Muslims. He
kam kartam hai, (0.5) apna dharm fulfilsm hi; own dharm faithfully. I
nibhatam hai (0.2) mai apn'idharm fulfill my own dharm faithfully. As far as
nibhatj! hu, (2.0) ab khane pine ka- to aj eating and drinking is concerned, people
kal- (0.5) 4om-camar ke yah~ bhi kha nowadays even go and eat with tjom-camar
leta hai. ['corpse burners' and 'shoe-makers']!

Sulekha's use the masculine in the impersonal relative-<:orrelative
constructions above would not be so remarkable if she did not reg-
ularly overcompensate towards the feminine when talking about
Hindu hijras. Her use of the third-person masculine in (17), in
sharp contrast to her use of the third-person feminine in compara-
ble constructions in which Hindu hijras act as subjects, reflects her
own opinion that Muslims are below her on the social hierarchy;
.this is evidenced in her insistence throughout her conversations
with us that Hindu hiiras existed long before Muslim hiiras, and,
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what is more, that it is only hijras from low-caste backgrounds
who convert to Islam. Moreover, she angrily complained that non-
hijra Muslims are much less generous than Hindus when it comes
to paying hijras for their song and dance performances: 'Muslims
will never give to Hindus. If a hijra goes to their door, then they'll
say, "Our door is polluted for forty days!" (i.e. there has been a
death in the family).'

Sulekha's distaste for the hijras in Banaras who have converted
to Islam is further instantiated by her insistence that such individ-
uals are not true hijras, but 'men'. This proclamation is premised
on her belief that the majority of Muslim hijras in Banaras have not
undergone castration operations. For Sulekha, it is this event alone
that serves as the defining moment of the hijra's entry into femi-
ninity - an event which, in her opinion, should be rewarded with a
more consistent use of feminine reference. In excerpt (18), she is
clearly hesitant to give this consistency to Channu, one of the old-
est and most prestigious hijras in Banaras, as well as to the Muslim
hijras living under Channu's jurisdiction:

(18) 5:
h~, channil hai, (0.5) [place name] me jo
channil hai, to yah bhi admi'" hai. hijra
to hai nah'f. ... YO buzurg hai. yah sab se
malikm yam hai. (1.0) sab se malikm
yam hai. [place name] kam. (0.2) ye yO
channa iske sab admim hal, sab atem
hai jatem halo kufra lUligi pahan letem

hal, nacne samar sari pahan letem hal,
(0.2) sabhi jantem hal, (2.0) mal hamko
kahne se kya?

V:
lekin vo sab apresan karirye hue hat?
5:
nahi
V:
kuch naht <hai?>
5:

<nahi.>
V:
tabhi aisi <hai?>
5:

<h~.>
V:
o:::h. (1.0\ accha?

s:
Yes, Channu is - that Channu who lives

in [place name] is a manm. He's not a
hijra. ... He's very old - he's the

chief masterm over there. He's the chief
masterm over there ofm [place name]. All
of the ones under Channu are menm,
all of them who comem and gom over
there. They wearm kurtas and lungis, but

when they dance they wear'" saris.

Everybody knowsm it, so what's the use
of my saying so?
V:
But haven't they all had operations?
s:
No.
V:
Nothing at all?
s:
No.
V:
So they're just that way?
s:
Yes.
V:
O",h. Reali,,?
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s: s:
usko- unko mal kaise kahfi? usko How can I say anything about them? If
kahfigj/ to mera bat kat degem. ... mal I'd sayf anything, they'd of course just
kah dfigI-f (0.5) to ((softly)) mal chote contradictm me anyway. ... If I'd givef
miih barl bat, hamko isi me rahna hai. anything away, then ((softly)) I [would be
(0.5) sab maregam pitegam bal kat like] a small mouth with big talk. I have
degam. to live in this community, after all.

They'd all hitm me, beatm me up, cutm
my hair.

Sulekha's use of the third-person masculine singular to describe the
78-year-old Channu stands in opposition to comparable descrip-
tions by both Rupa and Megha, who, depending on the immediate
context, refer to Channu by using either the respectful third-person
masculine plural or feminine-marked adjectival forms, such as
when they affectionately call her motif valif ['bigf onef,] and
ba4h;f valif ['senior/superiorf onef']. Since Rupa and Megha are
both related to Channu in the hijra family tree (Rupa as her dis-
ciple and Megha as her grand-disciple), they are perhaps more keen
than Sulekha to show Channu both respect and solidarity, granting
the other Muslims under her jurisdiction feminine reference as well.
Sulekha, on the other hand, displeased with her own 'smallness'
relative to these Muslim hijras, refuses the entire community any
acknowledgement of femininity, whether it be linguistic or anatomical.

Emphatic masculinity
Hilra speakers sometimes refer to themselves in the masculine for
emphatic purposes, such as in Sulekha's use of the term malik
['master', 'landlord'] in examples (19) through (21). Although
Sulekha normally refers to herself as a malkin ['female boss', 'land-
lady'], as she did earlier in example (12) when she was explaining
the structure of the hijra family lineage, she refers to herself in
examples (19) and (20) as a malik. Proud of the fact that she is a
homeowner - an accomplishment shared by few hijras in India -
Sulekha underscores the import of her position by portraying her-
self as a landlord instead of a landlady, using the
masculine-marked adjective akelam ['alone'] instead of its feminine
counterpart akeli:

19) V:
to kyii ap grup me nah, rahti hai?
s:
h"m In" anln m;; hai

V:
So why aren't you in a group?

s:
But we are in a 2Iouo!
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to grup kesath nacti hal, gati hai? So you dance and sing with a group?
S: S:
ha, sab hai. (1.0) mai ab- apna ghar lekar Sure, everything! Now I just bought my
akelam rahtF ho. yaha apna ghar own house and live! alonem. I've regis-
apne nam se akelam banvai! ho. to mai tered! my house here in my name alonem,
iska malikm ho to mai is me rahtF ho, so I'm its ma[ikm and I live! in it. So four
(1.0) to hamare yaha 4 tho 5 tho ayegI-f or five people will come! to my house,
nackar, (1.0) apna hisab lekar calF they'll dance, take their share, and
jayegF. leave!.

(20) $:
diEre me jaungP gaungl-f nacungP.
hamko mazdiiri milega. (1.0) vaha ka
malikm mal Dahl ban saktP. mai
malikm banugl-f yahl ka.
V:
keval isi ilQke kil?
$:
ha. ilake-ilake ka. (2.0) thane ka.

s:
I'll gof and singf and dance(in other
places. I'll get wages. I just can'rf
become the maiik m there. I can only

becomef the ma/ikm here.
V:
Only in this area?
s:
Only in this area right here. In this police
district.

Sulekha's use of the masculine in the above examples seems to be
il)fluenced by a local understanding of home ownership as a man's
activity. When she refers to herself as a mil/kin in excerpt (12), she
is talking about herself not as a homeowner, as in these two pas-
sages, but as a member of the hijra lineage. The issue of home
ownership becomes especially salient in example (20), when she
explains that even though she can work and collect wages in a dis-
trict designated as belonging to another hijra community, she can
never buy a house in a district other than her own.

First-person masculine verb forms, which occur much more
rarely in the hijras' conversations than do third-person forms, occa-
sionally surface in highly emphatic moments. Sulekha, when
overtly contradicting claims made by Megha, adds extra weight to
her words by speaking in the masculine first person, as in examples
(21) and (22). Megha had stated in an earlier conversation that
hijras are asexual and lead ascetic lifestyles; Sulekha, wanting to
give us what she perceives to be a more accurate account of the
hijra community, refutes all of Megha's assertions by speaking in
the masculine:

(21) V: V:
kaise kah rahi thi 'ham log ko dukh hota Then why was [Meghaj saying, 'We have
hai, ham log ka parivar nah, rahta, ham a lot of sadness. We no longer have a
In" kil samhandh nah. rahta- ham In" famil,,- W.. nn Inn"..r hav.. r..latinn"hih"-
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bhi sote uthte baithte.'
s:
nahi. ye galat bat hai. - galat bat hai.
mai isko nahi mantam. - galat bat hai.

All we do is sleep, get up, sit around'?

s:
No, that's wrong. That's wrong. I don't
believem that. That's wrong.

(22) S:
admi ke sath karta hai sab. - jaise aurar
'mard sambandh bora hai, - usi tarah

'hii.re - mard ke sath sambandh bora hai.
- kitne 'hij.re- kitne hijre rakh lete hai
admi ko, - kitna pesavar bora hai, (1.0)

pesa karti, tab (1.0) 'san, pacas, do san,
car sau, 'sabka pesa karti bal. - mal

jhiith kahtam hu? nab! kahtam bu.

The latter example is particularly telling, since Sulekha colours her
commentary with a series of flat-handed claps for added emphasis,
a gesture so much a part of the hijras' interactional style that we
have chosen to represent it in the transcription system with an
asterisk. With five claps occurring in seven short sentences,
Sulekha's commentary stands in sharp contrast to the other pas-
sages quoted in this chapter; the import of her words is further
underscored by her use of maculine self-reference in the final two
lines: mat jhath kahtam hit? nahl kahtam hit ['Do I tellm lies? No, I
don't tellm lies!'].

A final example of first person masculinity comes from an inter-
action that took place among members of a third community in
Banaras. All born into Hindu families who ostracized them, the
hijras belonging to this community have adopted the religious prac-
tices of the Muslim families they live with - families who in many

ways suffer a similar marginalization as residents of a city that is
thought of throughout North India as the 'holy Hindu city'. The
80-year-old Shashi is the leader of the group, and after 69 years of
speaking like a woman, we rarely heard her use any masculine
speech. The third time we visited her, however, Shashi's favourite
disciple had fled back to her own village after a serious financial
scuffle with another community member. Shashi was feeling
intense rage at the cause of this dispute, as well as deep grief for her
loss. Wailing mera beta, mera beta ['my son, my son'] and clapping
in anger, Shashi screamed about the punishment that the hijra who
precipitated the fight would receive, venting her anger entirely
through use of the masculine first and third person. It would seem

s:
They all have relationships with men.
Just like women have relationships with
"men, "hijras have relationships with
men. A lot of "hijras- a lot of hijras
keep men. A lot of them are
professionals. Those who do it as a
profession charge a "hundred, fifty, two
hundred, four hundred rupees, "anything
they can get. Do I tellm lies? No, I don't
tellm lies.
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that for the hijras, as both Rupa and Sulekha suggest, anger is an
emotion which is best expressed in the masculine. Perhaps rage is a
gut-level reaction that recalls the masculine forms that the hijra
produced prior to her entry into the community, or perhaps mas-
culine forms are simply a dramatic and forceful tool for venting
such rage. Regardless of the reason, the hijra is clearly aware of the
social meanings such forms convey.

Conclusion

We would like to suggest that the kind of gendered negotiations
discussed in this chapter, while particularly overt in the Hindi-
speaking hijra community, are not unique to alternative gender
identities; rather, women and men of many communities manipu-
late linguistic expectations of femininity and masculinity in order
to establish varying positions of solidarity and power. That speak-
ing styles recognized culturally as 'women's speech' or 'men's
speech' are not determined by the sex of the speaker, but rather
constructed collaboratively in social interaction, is a point made
salient by linguists working at the intersection of linguistics and
queer theory: Barrett (1994, 1996) in his exposition of discursive
style-shifting among a community of African American drag
queens; Gaudio (1996) in his discussions of the appropriation of
feminine speech styles by Hausa-speaking 'yan daudu; Ogawa and
Smith (1996) in their work on appropriations of Japanese
'women's language' by gay men in Tokyo and Osaka; and Livia
(1995, 1996) in her articles on the varying uses made of the French
linguistic gender system by male-to-female transsexuals, hermaph-
rodites and gay drag queens. In the interactions described in these
articles (which report on four very different linguistic communities
on four separate continents), the speech ideologically associated
with masculinity and femininity, and indeed sometimes the linguis-
tic gender system itself, is used to express much more than mere
gender differentiation. Linguistic gender, in its close association
with one of the most basic divisions in social organization, is used
as a tool for evoking a wide range of societal discourses on power
and solidarity, difference and dominance.

Moreover, the structure of linguistic evocations is not arbitrary,
but influenced by societal ideologies of femininity and masculinity.
Although Banaras hijras challenge such ideologies in their conflict-
ing employments of masculine and feminine speech, often
subverting the gender system in innovative and unexpected ways,
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their employment of linguistic gender is still constrained by a tra-
ditional and dichotomous notion of gender. While the hijra tends
to make greater use of the masculine when signalling social dis-
tance from the referent, whether it be respect for a superior or
contempt for an inferior, she is more likely to employ the feminine
when expressing solidarity, particularly when addressing other
hijras directly. Occupying an ambiguous position in a society that
has marginalized them, hijras are more attentive than their non-
hi)ra peers to the cultural meanings evoked by feminine and
masculine markings, enacting and contesting them in their everday
projections of self.
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Notes

1. The correct English spelling for the Hindi ~, according to the
transliteration conventions adopted throughout the remainder of this
chapter, would be hijra; we have chosen to use the spelling hijra, how-
ever, for easier reading.

2. The choice of terminology used to identify the hijras in Indian,
European and American scholarship merits a full article in its own
right. While contemporary sociologists and journalists living in India
and writing in English generally refer to the hijras as 'eunuchs' (e.g.
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Sinha 1967, Sethi 1970, Mohan 1979, Bobb and Patel 1982, Patel
1983, 1988, Mitra 1983, 1984, Sharma 1984, Sayani 1986, Vyas and
Shingala 1987, Mondal 1989, Sherry 1990, Raghuramaiah 1991,
Allabadia and Shah 1992, Lakshmi and Kumar 1994), European and
American researchers refer to them variously as 'transvestites' (e.g.
Ross 1968, Freeman 1979, Preston 1987), 'an institutionalized third
gender role' (Nanda 1985, 1990, Bullough and Bullough 1993), 'her-
maphrodites' (Opler 1960, Ross 1968), 'passive homosexuals'
(Carstairs 1956) and 'male prostitutes' (Carstairs 1956). The incon-
sistency of these translations underscores the inherent difficulty of
translating the concept hiira into Western scholarship. Other English
terms besides that of 'eunuch' occasionally employed by South Asian
writers are 'abominable aberrations' (Raghuramaiah 1991), 'ambigu-
ous sex' (Mohan 1979), 'hermaphrodites' (Singh 1956, Sethi 1970,
Srinivas 1976, Mohan 1979, Pimpley and Sharma 1985), 'castrated
human male' (Mohan 1979), 'hermaphrodite prostitutes' (Sanghvi
1984), 'labelled deviants' (Sharma 1989), 'male-homosexual transves-
tites' (Rao 1955), 'sex perverted male, castrated or uncastrated'
(Sinha 1967), 'sexo-aesthetic inverts coupled with homosexual habits'
(Sinha 1967), 'sexual inverts' or 'sexual perverts' (Rao 1955) and
'third sex' (MondaI1989).

3. For discussions of eunuchs in Indian history, see Saletore (1974,
1978) and Sharma (1984); for discussions of transsexuality or 'dual'
sexuality in Indian tradition and mythology, see O'Flaherty (1973,
1981), Nanda (1990), AIDS Bhedbhav Virodhi Andolan (1991) and
Goldman (1993).

4. Lynton and Rajan frequently allude to the hijras' idiosyncratic lan-
guage use in their short introduction to the hijras of Hyderabad; they
explain, for example, that the hijras they interviewed speak
Hindustani 'with many archaic expressions and constructions' and
that their speech, while 'often ungrammatical', is 'full of imagery and
sometimes has a rather poetic quality' (1974: 193). The authors pro-
vide very little linguistic detail in support of these compelling remarks,
however, stating only that the hijras' 'manner of speech suggests a
yearning for identity and identification with a social group', and
moreover, that 'the confusion of their terminology is a constant
reminder of the sexual confusion which brought them into the group'
(p.192).

5. Nanda refers specifically to Freeman's research in the 1970s, who
noted that certain Oriya-speaking hijras (whom he calls 'transves-
tites') use 'women's expressions and feminine forms of address'
(1979: 294). Freeman quotes the speech of a hijra named Kula in great
detail, explaining that he 'delighted in using peculiar and distinctive
expressions that called attention to himself' (295).

6. Indeed, an anonymous article in the political gossip paper Bombay
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Blitz, entitled 'Wipe Out the Hijra Menace' (1981), refers to the hijra
scathingly as 'it'. Because the hijras prefer to be referred to and
addressed in the feminine, we have chosen to use the feminine pro-
nouns 'her' and 'she' when referring to them.

7. The finality of the linguistic evidence in Sethi's narrative invites com-
parison with Lowe's (1983: 32) account of her first meeting with a
hijra in Bombay named Lata:

Lata was a surprise. If it hadn't been for Navalkar's keen eye, I would never
have thought her a hi;ra at all. Her face was smooth and hairless and with
eyebrows plucked to a fine arch, she was really quite pretty. Her sari hid any
masculinity of build and her gestures were entirely feminine. She would use
her arms and hands with the effectiveness of an actress. But Navalkar said
the swaying walk was a dead giveaway. They all walked like cancan girls at
rehearsals. And once they spoke, their masculine tones left no doubt.

[emphasis ours].

A similar sentiment is expressed in Moses Manoharan's (1984: 27)
brief introduction to the hijras in New Delhi: 'They dress in saris, have
exotic hairstyles and wear heavy make-up, but their voices give them
away - they're India's eunuchs. Now the eunuchs are raising their
voices for a better deal after centuries as a despised and downtrodden
community' [emphasis ours].

8. Throughout this chapter, we have used the transliteration system
adopted by Snell and Weightman (1989: 7). The superscripted 'f' and
'm' represent feminine and masculine morphological marking, respec-

tively.
9. While both men and women participate in nautanki, all of the actors

performing in sang are men. The women who do participate in nau-
tanki, however, are frequently stereotyped as prostitutes, and women
viewers are normally not welcomed in the audience. For more infor-
mation on the Nautanki theatre in northern India, see Hansen (1992).

10. We have considerably simplified the complexity of gender marking in
Hindi for the purposes of this chapter.

11. One of the hijras we spoke with, in order to indicate that three-fourths
of all hijras have had operations, explained that 'rupaya me barah
ana' ['in one rupee 12 annas']. (In Indian currency, 16 annas make up
one rupee.) This estimate suggests that only a minority of hijras are
actually intersexed in the way Epstein (1.990) and Kessler (1990)
describe when they discuss the surgical reconstruction of new-born
infants in America and Europe.

12. To preserve the hijras' anonymity, we have chosen pseudonyms for all
of the hijras appearing in this chapter and have avoided giving the
names of the four hijra communities we visited.

13. We have tried to transcribe each of the Hindi passages as spoken,
maintaining any anomalies in gender agreement which occurred in the
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tape-recorded conversations. In excerpt (4), for instance, there are a
number of markings which are inconsistent with standard Hindi, such
as when Sulekha treats the feminine noun bilt ['conversation'] as mas-
culine, modifying it with the postposition kilffi instead of kif. These
agreement inconsistencies are related to the fact that the Hindi of
most of the hijras referred to in this article was influenced by various
regional dialects, particularly Bhojpuri. The transcription conventions
we have used in the transliterated Hindi passages are adapted from
Jefferson (see Atkinson and Heritage 1984: ix-xvi); they include the
notable additions of a superscripted 'f' or 'm' to designate feminine
and masculine morphological marking, and an asterisk to designate
the flat-palmed clap used by the hijras for emphasis. (We have not
used these same conventions in the English translations, since
extralinguistic features like intonation and emphasis are not parallel.)
Other transcription conventions include the following:

(0.4) indicates length of pause within and between utterances, timed in
tenths of a second

a - a a hyphen with spaces before and after indicates a short pause, less

than 0.2 seconds
but- a hyphen immediately following a letter indicates an abrupt cutoff in

speaking (interruption or self-interruption)
(()) double parentheses enclose non-verbal movements and extralinguis-

tic commentary
( ) single parentheses enclose words which are not clearly audible (i.e.

best guesses)
[ ] brackets enclose words added to clarify the meaning of the text
what bold face indicates syllabic stress
: a colon indicates a lengthening of a sound (the more colons, the

longer the sound)
a period indicates falling intonation

, a comma indicates continuing intonation
? a question mark indicates rising intonation at the end of a syllable or

word
... deletion of some portion of the original text
'a' quotation marks enclose quoted or reported speech
< > triangular brackets indicate beginning and end of conversational

overlap

14. We should add that this insult is so offensive to middle-class Hindi
speakers that the Banaras resident who typed our transcripts refused
to include this word, typing an ellipsis in its place. The word is used
differently from the American insult 'cunt'; it is primarily used in ref-
erence to men in order to indicate that they are somehow
emasculated. The term bhosri vala is itself masculine; its feminine
counterpart bhosri vali does not exist in contemporary usage. Ved
Prakash Vatuk (personal communication) offers a succinct explana-
tion as to why this curse is never used in reference to a woman: 'A
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woman already has one, so why would it be a curse to tell her so?'
15. Rupa addresses our research assistant Vinita with the masculine term

beta ['son'] instead of the feminine, beti ['daughter'] throughout this
passage. Hindi-speakers (especially parents) sometimes address
younger women or children by beta in order to show affection, a
reversal clearly derived from the value given to sons in Indian culture.

16. Sulekha later expands on this distinction:

Everyone talks to their girlfriends and women companions. Everyone
becomes girlfriends and talks with each other about what they feel inside.
We need to have that kind of conversation, of course. But when you talk
with your own man, it's a different thing altogether, and that's what I enjoy
most. For example, I can easily sit around with other women and say, 'Eat
didi, drink didi.' We'll sit together, we'll go for a walk together, we'll go to
the cinema together, we'll see a movie together, we'll do everything togeth-
er. But there's something more that goes on with a man. It's a lot more fun
to talk to a man.

17. We owe this insight to Ved Prakash Vatuk (personal communication).
18. Sulekha uses the term kofha ['room'] when referring to her hijra-

family lineage, a term frequently used by Hindi speakers in reference
to the room of a prostitute.
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